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The Three Stages of a Startup

Family Tribe Town
<25 people

Fighting for each 
early customer

Rapid early 
product iterations

<125 people

Building a 
repeatable process

Easy to buy, quick 
to succeed

125+ people

Scale as fast as 
possible

Controls and 
redundancy



How Culture Can Kill Your Company As You Scale

Dunbar’s 
Number

1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunbar%27s_number

Doing Too 
Much

Opportunities grow faster than 
headcount. Communications 
breakdown. Priorities get lost.
Quality plummets.

Generalist to
Specialist

Family-size companies require 
generalists. Town-sized companies 
require specialists. Most people can’t 
make the shift.

Dunbar’s famous hypothesis1 that people 
cannot have more than 150 close 
relationships. Adding people reduces 
interpersonal trust geometrically. 



Survival Tips For Avoiding a Culture Implosion

1. Avoid the Right Leaders at the Wrong Time
2. Set Three Goals Per Person
3. Keep Placing Small, Strategic Bets
4. Embrace a Mission



Survival Tip 1: 

Avoid the 
Right 

Leaders at 
the Wrong 

Time

The very best leaders for the Family and even Tribe stage 
are often the very worst leaders for the Town stage. Make 
the hard decisions fast: hire their bosses or move them out

(note: the CEO/Founder is a special case)



Rules for setting goals:
1. Three goals, no more, no less
2. Start with CEO and include other execs and department 

heads
3. Must cascade down OR align with the mission
4. Must be stated as outcomes or results (do not define as 

work to be performed)
5. Must be measurable or have a clear deliverable
6. Must be published so all employees can see it
7. Repeat every 3 or 6 months, depending on company 

stage

Survival Tip 2: 

Set Three 
Goals Per 

Person



Theory:
You’ve perfected the product, 
market, and customer mix
You want to put all your resources 
into growth

Reality
Plan A never goes as planned
Your fastest growth may be a full 
pivot away – starting testing now

Survival Tip 3: 

Keep 
Placing 
Small, 

Strategic 
Bets



The most powerful force in the universe is human belief. 
You don’t need a mission for the Family and Tribe stage but 
you’ll implode without one in Town.
Three secrets of missions:

1. It’s fine, even necessary, to change your mission every 
few years if you have to
2. Your mission should be about your customers or the 
world, never about your company
3. The difference between a mission and a marketing 
statement is how much you’re willing to bet on it

Survival Tip 4: 

Embrace a 
Mission with 
conviction



Facebook’s IPO – Top Example of Prioritizing a Mission





“One more thing…”
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